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ABSTRACT
We developed a new numerical code that is able to perform 2.5D simulations of a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
wave propagation in the corona, and its interaction with a low density region, such as a coronal hole (CH). We show
that the impact of the wave on the CH leads to different effects, such as reflection and transmission of the incoming
wave, stationary features at the CH boundary, or formation of a density depletion. We present a comprehensive
analysis of the morphology and kinematics of primary and secondary waves, i.e. we describe in detail the temporal
evolution of density, magnetic field, plasma flow velocity, phase speed and position of the wave amplitude. Effects
like reflection, refraction and transmisson of the wave strongly support the theory that large scale disturbances in the
corona are fast MHD waves and build the major distinction to the competing pseudo-wave theory. The formation
of stationary bright fronts was one of the main reasons for the development of pseudo-waves. Here we show that
stationary bright fronts can be produced by the interactions of an MHD wave with a CH. We find secondary waves
that are traversing through the CH and we show that one part of these traversing waves leaves the CH again, while
another part is being reflected at the CH boundary inside the CH. We observe a density depletion that is moving in
the opposite direction of the primary wave propagation. We show that the primary wave pushes the CH boundary to
the right, caused by the wave front exerting dynamic pressure on the CH.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Coronal waves are large-scale propagating distur-
bances, which are observable over the entire solar surface
and driven either by coronal mass ejections (CME) or
alternatively by solar flares (for a comprehensive review
see, e.g.,Vrsˇnak & Cliver 2008). Due to inconsistencies
between the observations and the predicted behaviour of
those waves in theory or simulations (Long et al. 2017),
two main branches of theories on how to interpret these
disturbances emerged.
On the one hand we have the wave theory, which
is based on the idea that these disturbances are MHD
waves; in this scenario the disturbances are treated ei-
ther as slow-mode waves (Wang et al. 2009), soliton
waves (Wills-Davey et al. 2007) or alternatively as fast-
mode waves (e.g. Wills-Davey & Thompson 1999; Wang
2000; Wu et al. 2001; Ofman & Thompson 2002; Pat-
sourakos & Vourlidas 2009; Patsourakos et al. 2009;
Schmidt & Ofman 2010). Moreover, the theory of fast-
mode waves can be split into two interpretations: lin-
ear (Thompson et al. 1998) and nonlinear wave theory
(Vrsˇnak & Lulic´ 2000; Lulic´ et al. 2013; Warmuth et al.
2004; Veronig et al. 2010). In the latter the disturbances
are interpreted as large-amplitude pulses. If the am-
plitude of the wave becomes large enough, the impor-
tance of the nonlinear terms increases, i.e. a steepening
of the wave front and a subsequent shock formation is
expected.
On the other hand, competing scenarios to this wave
interpretation elaborated on a pseudo-wave theory,
which interprets the observed disturbances as a result
of the reconfiguration of the coronal magnetic field, due
to different physical phenomena, such as Joule heating
(Delanne´e et al. 2007), continuous small-scale reconnec-
tion (Attrill et al. 2007a,b; van Driel-Gesztelyi et al.
2008) or stretching of magnetic field lines (Chen et al.
2002). Alternatively, hybrid models try to combine
both wave and pseudo-wave interpretations (Chen et al.
2002, 2005; Zhukov & Auche`re 2004; Cohen et al. 2009;
Chen & Wu 2011; Downs et al. 2011; Cheng et al. 2012;
Liu et al. 2010), where the outer envelope of a CME is
interpreted as a pseudo-wave that is followed by a freely
propagating fast-mode MHD wave. However, among
the different interpretations of these large-scale propa-
gating disturbances, the theory with the most evidence
is the fast-mode MHD wave theory (Long et al. 2017;
Warmuth 2015).
In this paper we focus on the nonlinear wave theory
and consider the disturbances as fast-mode MHD waves.
In particular, we describe what happens when these
waves interact with coronal holes (CHs). In a number of
observational cases, authors report such interactions in-
cluding extreme ultra-violet (EUV) waves moving along
the boundaries of CHs (Gopalswamy et al. 2009; Kienre-
ich et al. 2013), waves being deflected by active regions
(Thompson et al. 1999; Delanne´e & Aulanier 1999; Chen
et al. 2005), Moreton waves partially penetrating into a
CH (Veronig et al. 2006), waves being reflected and re-
fracted at a CH (Kienreich et al. 2013; Veronig et al.
2008; Long et al. 2008; Gopalswamy et al. 2009) or even
waves being transmitted through a CH (Olmedo et al.
2012). In addition, numerical simulations that are con-
sidering the observed disturbances as fast-mode MHD
waves (Wang 2000; Wu et al. 2001; Ofman & Thompson
2002; Downs et al. 2011) support these observational
facts, since the waves show effects like deflection and
refraction when they interact with a CH.
Effects like reflection, refraction and transmisson of
these propagating disturbances strongly support the
wave theory and build the major distinction to the com-
peting pseudo-wave theory. Besides other reasons, the
existence of stationary bright fronts led to the develop-
ment of pseudo-wave models. However, recent studies
show that fast-mode EUV waves can generate stationary
fronts, by passing through a magnetic quasi-separatrix
layer (Chen et al. 2016). The present work reveals that
stationary features at a CH boundary can be the result
of the interaction of a MHD wave with a CH. In our 2D
simulations we study in detail the behaviour of a large
scale amplitude MHD wave and the subsequent effects
after the interaction with a low density region, charac-
terized by high Alfve´n speed, which are main properties
of CHs. We will show that the results of our simulations
are consistent with the wave theory.
In Section 2, we introduce the numerical method and
describe the setup for the initial conditions. In Section
3 we discuss the morphology of the reflected, travers-
ing and transmitted waves, as well as the time evolu-
tion of the stationary features and the density depletion.
A detailed analysis of the kinematic measurements of
secondary waves and their primary counterparts is pre-
sented in Section 4 and we conclude in Section 5.
2. NUMERICAL SETUP
2.1. Algorithm and Equations
We developed a new numerical MHD code that is able
to perform 2.5D simulations of CH propagation and its
interaction with a low density region, which represents
a coronal hole. The code is based on the so called Total
Variation Diminishing Lax-Friedrichs (TVDLF) scheme,
which was first described and tested by To´th & Odstrcˇil
(1996). This scheme is a fully explicit method and it
is proven to behave well near discontinuities, which is
of special importance in our simulations, since we are
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dealing with discontinuities and shock formation. By
applying this TVDLF-method, we achieve second order
accuracy in space and time. This second order accu-
racy ensures that our algorithm is not too diffusive and
the use of a so-called slope-limiter guarantees a stable
behaviour near discontiniuties and shocks, which usu-
ally can hardly be fulfilled by high-order schemes. In
order to accomodate the two spatial dimensions in our
study, we apply an operator splitting method, which
changes the order of dimension in each time step and
thus ensures that our scheme stays second order (Toro
1999). The resolution in our simulation is 500 × 300
grid points and the dimensionless length of the compu-
tational box is equal to 1.0 both in x- and y-direction,
i.e. 4x = 0.002, 4y ≈ 0.003. The wave is propagating
in positive x-direction and we use transmissive boundary
conditions at the right and left boundary of the compu-
tational box. The algorithm was basically developed as
a two-fluid code, taking into account a neutral fluid, an
ionized fluid and their interactions such as collisional or
recombination effects. For our purposes it is sufficient to
apply the single-fluid MHD part of the code, and there-
fore neglect the equations for the neutral fluid.
The following set of equations with standard notations
for the variables describes the two-dimensional MHD
model we use in flux conservative form.
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρv) = 0 (1)
∂(ρv)
∂t
+∇ · (ρvv)− J ×B +∇p = 0 (2)
∂B
∂t
−∇× (v ×B) = 0 (3)
∂e
∂t
+∇ · [(e+ p) v] = 0 (4)
where the plasma energy e is given by
e =
p
γ − 1 +
ρ|v|2
2
+
|B|2
2
(5)
and γ = 5/3 denotes the adiabatic index.
2.2. Initial Conditions
We consider an idealized case where we assume to have
a homogeneous magnetic field in vertical direction and
zero pressure all over the computational box, i.e. Bx =
By = 0, p = 0 for 0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1. The initial setup for all
variables in our simulation looks as follows:
ρ(x) =

∆ρ · cos2(pi x−x0∆x ) + ρ0 0.05 ≤ x ≤ 0.15
0.1 0.4 ≤ x ≤ 0.6
1.0 else
(6)
vx(x) =
2 ·
√
ρ(x)
ρ0
− 2.0 0.05 ≤ x ≤ 0.15
0 else
(7)
Bz(x) =
 ρ(x) 0.05 ≤ x ≤ 0.151.0 else (8)
Bx = By = 0, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 (9)
vy = vz = 0, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 (10)
where ρ0 = 1.0, 4ρ = 0.5, x0 = 0.1, 4x = 0.1.
Figure 1. Vertical cut through the two-dimensional initial
conditions at y = 0.5 for density ρ, plasma flow velocity vx
and magnetic field in z-direction Bz.
Figure 1 shows a vertical cut through the 2D initial
conditions at the position y = 0.5 for density ρ, z-
component of the magnetic field Bz and plasma flow
velocity in x-direction vx. In Figure 1a we can see a
density drop from ρ = 1.0 to ρ = 0.1 in the range
0.4 ≤ x ≤ 0.6, which represents the coronal hole in
our simulations. Between the positions x = 0.05 and
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Figure 2. Initial two-dimensional density distribution, showing a linearly increasing amplitude in positive y-direction from
ρ = 1.0 to ρ = 2.0 and a coronal hole density of ρCH = 0.1.
x = 0.15 we created a wave with an initial amplitude
of ρ = 1.5 at y = 0.5 (detailed description in formulas
(6)-(10)). The background density is equal to 1.0 for the
whole computational grid. Figure 1b and 1c show how
the initial Bz and vx are defined as a function of ρ in the
range 0.05 ≤ x ≤ 0.15 (see formulas (6) - (8)). The back-
ground magnetic field is homogeneous in z-direction, i.e.
Bz,B = 1.0, whereas Bx = By = 0 all over the computa-
tional box. The plasma velocity in x-direction is equal
to zero outside the range where the wave is created and
also equal to zero for the y- and z-velocity components
over the whole grid. Figure 2 shows the 2D initial condi-
tions for the density. It can be seen how the amplitude
of the density increases linearly from a value of ρ = 1.0
at y = 0 to ρ = 2.0 at y = 1 in positive y-direction.
This initial setup enables us to study the wave propa-
gation for different amplitudes of the incoming wave by
running the code only once. In our study the CH is con-
structed as a border along the y-direction of width 0.2
in the range 0.4 ≤ x ≤ 0.6.
3. MORPHOLOGY
In Figure 3 we have plotted a vertical cut through the
xz-plane of our simulations at y = 0.5, showing the den-
sity distribution at twelve different time steps. We can
see the temporal evolution of the incoming wave (here-
after primary wave), its interaction with a CH and the
subsequently evolving secondary waves (i.e. reflected,
transmitted and traversing waves). We find stationary
effects at the left CH boundary and a density depletion
at the left side of the CH, moving in negative x-direction.
Furthermore, we observe that the primary wave pushes
the CH boundary in the direction of wave propagation,
due to the wave front exerting dynamic pressure on the
CH.
3.1. Primary Wave
The primary wave, having an initial density amplitude
of ρ = 1.5 (seen at t = 0 in Figure 3), is moving in pos-
itive x-direction toward the CH boundary (t = 0.11052
and t = 0.17911). As the wave moves towards the CH, a
decrease in its amplitude and a broadening of its width
occurs. At t = 0.11052 one can already observe a steep-
ening of the wave that is subsequently developing into a
shock (t = 0.17911).
3.2. Secondary Waves
Due to the reduced density in the CH, the amplitude
quickly decreases after the primary wave has started
entering the CH (seen at t = 0.21103 in Figure 3).
At t = 0.22921 we observe an immediate first reflec-
tion of the primary wave at the left CH boundary (at
x ≈ 0.4), which remains observable as a stationary fea-
ture at t = 0.24044 and t = 0.24812. During this time
interval, segments in the rear of the primary wave keep
entering the CH. Due to this superposition of the flow
associated with the primary wave and the reflection, this
peak remains at the same position. After the primary
wave has fully entered the CH, the first reflection, which
is followed by a density depletion, is able to propagate
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Figure 3. Temporal evolution of the density distribution, starting at the beginning of the run at t = 0 and ending at t = 0.5.
in negative x-direction but with a very low amplitude
that can hardly be distinguished from the background
density (see t = 0.3342, t = 0.43242 and t = 0.49982
in Figure 3, for a detailed description of density deple-
tion see Section 3.4). How the traversing wave with low
amplitude is propagating through the CH, is evident at
t = 0.22921, t = 0.24044 and t = 0.24812 in Figure 3.
At t = 0.26787 the traversing wave is leaving the CH
again, when the amplitude of the wave increases up to a
value of about ρ = 1.3 and the transmitted wave keeps
moving toward the positive x-direction until the end of
the simulation run (seen at t = 0.28402, t = 0.3342,
t = 0.43242 and t = 0.49982 in Figure 3). Due to
the large density drop at 0.4 ≤ x ≤ 0.6, the amplitude
of the traversing wave can hardly be seen in Figure 3.
In Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6 we zoom in on the
region 0.4 ≤ x ≤ 0.6 of the density distribution from
t = 0.21103 to t = 0.34896, which is the time interval
where the wave is traversing back and forth within the
CH. Figure 4 shows that the wave is moving with an ap-
proximately constant amplitude of ρ ≈ 0.11 through the
CH. One part of this traversing wave is being reflected
at the right CH boundary and continues propagating in
negative x-direction inside the CH (see Figure 5). The
other part leaves the CH again and keeps moving in
positive x-direction (seen at t = 0.28402, t = 0.3342,
t = 0.43242 and t = 0.49982 Figure 3). Shortly after
this second (reflected) traversing wave has reached the
left CH boundary we observe a stationary feature at the
CH boundary (seen at t = 0.3342 and x ≈ 0.4 in Figure
3, for a detailed description see Section 3.3) and, subse-
quently, a reflection moving in negative x-direction, at
an approximate constant amplitude of ρ ≈ 1.07 (seen at
t = 0.43242 and t = 0.49982 in Figure 3). This second
reflection is a result of the traversing wave partially exit-
ing the CH at the left boundary. Again, one part of the
traversing wave is being reflected at the CH boundary
and starts moving toward positive x-direction inside the
CH (see Figure 6). After reaching the right CH bound-
ary, the traversing wave leaves the CH and results in a
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Figure 4. Temporal evolution of the density distribution of the first traversing wave inside the CH, starting shortly after the
primary wave has entered the CH (t = 0.21103) and ending before one part of the wave gets reflected inside the CH and another
part of the wave leaves the CH (t = 0.25201).
Figure 5. Temporal evolution of the density distribution of the second traversing wave which appears as a result of the reflection
of the first traversing wave at the right CH boundary inside the CH and is moving in negative x-direction.
Figure 6. Temporal evolution of the density distribution of the third traversing wave which is a consequence of the reflection
of the second traversing at the left CH boundary inside the CH.
subwave of the first transmitted wave, seen as a second
moving peak within the transmitted wave (see Figure 3
at t = 0.43242 and t = 0.49982). We can also see in
Figure 4 and Figure 5 how the CH boundary is pushed
into the propagation direction of the incoming wave. We
can see that this shift of the left CH boundary stops at
t ≈ 0.3, which is approximately the time at which the
whole primary wave has completed the entry phase into
the CH.
3.3. Stationary Features
At t = 0.22921 in Figure 3 we start observing a first
stationary feature which appears as a stationary peak
at the left hand side of the CH. This peak is caused by
the reflection of the primary wave on the CH bound-
ary and lasts only for a short time. It can be seen as
an immediate increase of density at x ≈ 0.4 (see Figure
3 at t = 0.24044 and t = 0.24812). This first station-
ary feature at the left CH boundary occurs while the
coronal wave interaction with coronal holes 7
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amplitude of the primary wave is still decreasing and
segments in the rear of the primary wave are still enter-
ing the CH. At t = 0.3342 and t = 0.43242 in Figure
3 we observe a second stationary feature at the left CH
boundary (t = 0.3342 and t = 0.4324) which occurs im-
mediately after the traversing wave inside the CH has
reached the left CH boundary again. It also appears
as a stationary peak but at x ≈ 0.43, and lasts longer
than the aforementioned first stationary feature. It re-
mains observable while the second reflection is moving
in negative x-direction (seen at t = 0.43242).
3.4. Density Depletion
At t = 0.24044 in Figure 3 one can observe the
beginning of the evolution of a density depletion at
x ≈ 0.39, located at the left side of the first stationary
feature. The minimum value of the density depletion
decreases, finally attaining a value smaller than ρ = 1.0
(t = 0.26787) and propagating into negative x-direction,
ahead of the second reflection (seen at t = 0.3342,
t = 0.43242 and t = 0.49982 in Figure 3).
3.5. 2D Morphology
Figure 7 shows the 2D temporal evolution of the den-
sity distribution including all cases with different initial
amplitudes from ρ = 1.0 at y = 0 to ρ = 2.0 at y = 1. In
Figure 7a we see the initial 2D setup at the beginning
of the simulation run. The time evolution of the pri-
mary wave is shown in Figures 7a, 7b and 7c, where the
waves with larger initial amplitude move faster toward
the CH boundary than those with smaller initial ampli-
tude. In Figure 7c we see that the waves with the largest
initial amplitudes have already reached the CH bound-
ary, while the waves with smaller initial amplitudes are
still moving in the direction of the CH. Figure 7d al-
ready shows the appearance of the first stationary fea-
ture at the left CH boundary for larger amplitude waves
whereas the smaller amplitude waves are still moving
toward the CH. Moreover, we can observe in Figure 7e
that the larger amplitude waves are already leaving the
CH again while the lower amplitude waves are still en-
tering the CH. In Figure 7g we see on the one hand that
almost all waves have left the CH again and propagate
further toward the positive x-direction. On the other
hand we observe the appearance of the second stationary
feature at the left CH boundary for the larger amplitude
waves. In Figure 7h and 7i we observe the transmitted
waves propagating in positive x-direction and the den-
sity depletion and second reflection moving in negative
x-direction.
4. KINEMATICS
4.1. Simulations without CH
At the beginning of our kinematic analysis we con-
sider a case without a region of lower density in the
initial simulation setup (seen at t = 0 in Figure 8), that
is, we will describe the behaviour of the wave propaga-
tion in positive x-direction without any interaction with
an obstacle like a CH, in order to have a reference be-
haviour of the simple wave propagation. Since numeric
simulations can lead, depending on the algorithm, to
numerical diffusion and other numerical effects, we will
first pay attention to this simple case, in order to be able
to interpret reliably the situation including a CH. Fig-
ure 8 shows density plots at six different time steps, that
describe the temporal evolution of the wave without any
interaction with a CH. At t = 0 we see the initial setup
of the density distribution with a starting amplitude of
ρ = 1.5. From t = 0 until the end of the run at t = 5 we
see that the amplitude decreases from the initial value
of ρ = 1.5 down to a value of ρ ≈ 1.25, while at the
same time the width of the wave is getting larger, start-
ing at widthwave = 0.1 (t = 0) and reaching a value of
widthwave = 0.2 (t = 0.5). At t = 0.086191 we start
observing a steepening of the wave that is followed by
a shock formation. The oscillations that can be seen in
Figure 8 at x ≈ 0.1 from t = 0.18586 until the end of
the run occur most probably due to numerical effects.
In Figure 9 we present the evolution of the following
variables: density ρ, position of the amplitude PosA,
width of the wave widthwave, plasma flow velocity vx,
actual phase velocity of the wave crest vw and the mag-
netic field component Bz. Figures 9a, 9d and 9f show
that the amplitude of density, plasma flow velocity and
magnetic field component in z-direction stay approx-
imately constant at values ρ ≈ 1.5, vx ≈ 0.4 and
Bz ≈ 1.5 until t ≈ 0.05. The values then start de-
creasing and finally reach values of ρ ≈ 1.35, vx ≈ 0.3
and Bz ≈ 1.35 at t = 0.3. At the same time when ρ, vx
and Bz start decreasing, the width of the wave is getting
larger, starting at widthwave ≈ 0.1 and reaching a value
of widthwave ≈ 0.16 at t = 0.3. We observe in Figure 9e
a decrease of the phase speed from vw ≈ 1.3 at t ≈ 0.07
to vw ≈ 0.7 at t = 0.3, similar to the behaviour observed
in Figures 9a, 9d and 9f. The plot of the amplitude po-
sition in Figure 9b shows how the wave is propagating
forward in positive x-direction. Furthermore, in Figure
9e we find a decrease of the phase speed from about
vw = 0.45 (at t = 0) to vw = 0.25 (at t = 0.5).
4.2. Simulations including a CH
4.2.1. Primary Wave
The temporal evolution of the peak values of density
ρ, plasma flow velocity vx, magnetic field component
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Figure 8. Density distribution of the wave propagation without any interaction with a CH at six different timesteps.
Figure 9. From top to bottom: Density, position of the
amplitude, width of the wave, plasma flow velocity, phase
velocity and magnetic field of the wave propagating in posi-
tive x-direction without interaction with a CH.
Bz and width/position of the primary wave is shown in
Figure 10. In the density plot (Figure 10a) we observe
that the wave amplitude remains more or less constant
at a value of about ρ = 1.5 until t ≈ 0.05. Subse-
quently, the amplitude decreases approximately linearly,
as expected (Vrsˇnak & Lulic´ 2000), to a value of about
ρ = 1.4 at t = 0.2, where the primary wave starts enter-
ing the CH. A similar decrease is evident in Figure 10d
and Figure 10f for plasma flow velocity and magnetic
field component in z-direction, where we find a decrease
from vx ≈ 0.45 and Bz ≈ 1.5 at t = 0 to vx ≈ 0.35 and
Bz ≈ 1.4 at t = 0.2. By looking at the evolution of the
width of the wave (see Figure 10c), we can see that it re-
mains constant until about t = 0.05, followed by a slowly
increasing width, i.e. widthwave ≈ 0.08 (t = 0) increases
to widthwave ≈ 0.13 (t = 0.2). Similar to Figure 9, the
decrease of the density amplitude and broadening of the
wave coincide with a decrease of plasma flow velocity
vx and magnetic field Bz. In Figure 10b we show the
position of the amplitude versus time. For the phase ve-
locity of the wave we observe a decrease from vw ≈ 1.75
(t ≈ 0.01) down to vw ≈ 1.4 (t ≈ 0.2) (see Figure10e).
4.2.2. Secondary Waves
How the wave components behave while the wave is
traversing the CH is shown in Figure 11. After entering
the CH at t ≈ 0.21 the amplitude quickly decreases from
about ρ ≈ 1.4 (see Figure 10a at t = 0.2) to ρ ≈ 0.1185
(see Figure 11a), due to the reduced density inside the
CH, which corresponds to a decrease from ∆ρ = 40% to
about ∆ρ = 12%. Inside the CH the density amplitude
stays approximately constant at ρ ≈ 0.12 (see Figure
11a). In Figure 11e we observe that the magnetic field
component Bz also keeps an approximately constant
value of Bz ≈ 0.7, after having dropped from By ≈ 1.4
at t = 0.2 (see Figure10f). By comparing the velocity
plots of the primary wave and the traversing wave, it is
evident that we observe an increase of phase speed. We
find that the phase speed of the primary wave shortly
before it enters the CH has a value of vw ≈ 1.4 (see Fig-
ure 10e at t ≈ 0.2). After the wave has entered the CH,
this value increases to vw ≈ 3.85 at t ≈ 0.222 and subse-
quently decreases slightly to vw ≈ 3.55 at t ≈ 0.25 where
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Figure 10. From top to bottom: Density, position of the
amplitude, width of the wave, plasma flow velocity, phase
velocity and magnetic field of the primary wave, from the
beginning of the run (t = 0) until the time when the wave is
entering the CH (t = 0.2).
one part of the traversing wave leaves the CH again (see
Figure 11d). In real numbers, by assuming that the
Alfve´n speed is vA = 300 km s
−1, this corresponds to
an increase of the phase speed from vw ≈ 450 km s−1
(shortly before entering the CH) up to vw ≈ 1140 km s−1
inside the CH. There will be no detailed kinematic anal-
ysis of the second and third traversing wave that are
reflected inside the CH at the CH boundaries (morphol-
ogy description in Section 3.2) because it is difficult to
detect the amplitude values of the different parameters
inside the CH (see Figure 5 and Figure 6).
The kinematics of the transmitted wave are described
in Figure 12. At about t ≈ 0.28 the wave leaves the CH
and the density amplitude reaches a value of ρ ≈ 1.26
(see Figure 12a). Subsequently, the amplitude decreases
to a value of approximately ρ ≈ 1.2, while it is moving
further in positive x-direction (see Figure 12b). As the
density’s amplitude decreases, also phase speed, plasma
velocity and magnetic field component in z-direction de-
crease from vx ≈ 0.25, vw ≈ 1.2 and Bz ≈ 1.15 at
t ≈ 0.28 to vx ≈ 0.2, vw ≈ 1.15 and Bz ≈ 1.275 at
Figure 11. From top to bottom: Temporal evolution of den-
sity, position of the amplitude, plasma flow velocity, phase
velocity and magnetic field of the traversing wave, starting
at about t = 0.2, when the wave is entering the CH and end-
ing at the timestep t = 0.25, when the wave leaves the CH
again.
t = 0.5 (see Figures 12c, 12d and 12e). Again, when we
consider real numbers and assume an Alfve´n speed of
vA = 300 km s
−1, we observe that the phase speed of
vw ≈ 450 km s−1, shortly before the wave is entering the
CH decreases to a phase speed of the transmitted wave
vw ≈ 360 km s−1 immediately after the wave has left
the CH again, and finally decreases to a value of about
vw ≈ 345 km s−1 (which corresponds to vw ≈ 1.15 in
Figure 12d) at the end of the run at t = 0.5.
As already described in Section 3.2, the first reflec-
tion like feature is an immediate response of the pri-
mary wave’s impact on the CH boundary. Due to su-
perposition this feature is kept on the same position
(x ≈ 0.4) for some time, until its density amplitude de-
creases and the reflection is able to move further in neg-
ative x-direction, ahead of the density depletion. The
stationary part of this reflection will be analyzed in Sec-
tion 4.2.3, whereas the kinematic analysis of the mov-
ing part will be done in this Section. We start ana-
lyzing this first moving reflection at t ≈ 0.27, the time
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Figure 12. From top to bottom: Temporal evolution of den-
sity, position of the amplitude, plasma flow velocity, phase
velocity and magnetic field of the transmitted wave, begin-
ning shortly before the wave leaves the CH at about t = 0.255
and lasting until the end of the simulation run at t = 0.5.
when we start observing a propagation in negative x-
direction. In Figure 13a we see that the density ampli-
tude remains approximately constant at ρ ≈ 1.0 until
t ≈ 0.39. At that time the reflection reaches the area
of oscillations caused by numerical effects (see Section
4.1) and we are not able to detect the amplitude val-
ues anymore. Figure 13b shows how the reflection is
moving in negative x-direction. In Figure 13c and Fig-
ure 13e we find that plasma flow velocity and magnetic
field component in z-direction stay approximately con-
stant at values vx ≈ 0.001 and Bz ≈ 0.495. The phase
speed decreases from vw ≈ −1.1 to vw ≈ −0.5 which
corresponds to a decrease from vw ≈ −330 km s−1 to
vw ≈ −150 km s−1, assuming that we have an Alfve´n
speed of 300 km s−1.
A kinematic analysis of the second reflection, caused
by the traversing wave leaving the CH at the left side,
is performed in Figure 14. As we can see in Figure 14a,
14c and 14f, the peak values of density, plasma flow ve-
locity and magnetic field component in z-direction are
approximately constant, i.e. ρ ≈ 1.07, vx ≈ −0.07 and
Bz ≈ 1.07 from the time step where the reflection occurs
Figure 13. From top to bottom: Temporal evolution of den-
sity, position of the amplitude, plasma flow velocity, phase
velocity and magnetic field of the first reflection starting at
(t ≈ 0.27) and ending at (t = 0.39).
(t ≈ 0.0355) until the end of the simulation run. In Fig-
ure 14b it is evident that the reflected wave is moving in
negative x-direction. The phase speed decreases gradu-
ally from vw ≈ 1.1 (at t ≈ 0.0355) to about vw ≈ 0.6 (at
t ≈ 0.47) (see Figure 14d). Assuming an Alfve´n speed
of vA = 300 km s
−1, this corresponds to a decrease of
the reflected wave’s phase speed from vw ≈ 330 km s−1
to vw ≈ 180 km s−1. By comparing the phase speed of
the primary wave shortly before the wave has entered
the CH, vw ≈ 450 km s−1 (see Figure 10e) and the ini-
tial phase speed of the second reflection vw ≈ −300 km
s−1 (see Figure 14d) we find a decrease of the phase
speed of about 33%. In Table 1 we compare the ini-
tial vw(I) and ending phase velocities vw(E) of all sec-
ondary waves. We find that both reflections and trans-
mitted waves have similar initial speed, which is much
slower than the ending phase speed of the primary wave.
The initial speed of the first traversing wave inside the
CH is about double the speed of the ending speed of
the primary wave. Table 2 shows a comparison of the
mean phase velocities of the different traversing waves
inside the CH. After each reflection at the CH boundary
one can observe a change of propagation direction and
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Figure 14. From top to bottom: Temporal evolution of den-
sity, position of the amplitude, plasma flow velocity, phase
velocity and magnetic field of the second reflection, starting
shortly before the reflection occurs at (t ≈ 0.35) and ending
at the end of the simulation run (t = 0.5).
a decrease of the mean phase velocity of the traversing
waves.
Figure 15 shows the temporal evolution of the ampli-
tude position of primary and secondary waves as well as
the amplitude position of the wave without any interac-
tion with a CH. The gray solid line describes, on the one
hand, the amplitude position of the wave without any
interaction with a CH, and on the other hand, it also
desribes the position of the primary wave until t ≈ 0.2,
which is the time where the entry phase of the primary
wave into the CH starts. The blue solid, dotted and
dashed lines denote the different traversing waves that
are also reflected at the CH boundary inside the CH.
The red solid and dashed lines describe the reflections,
whereas the green solid line describes the amplitude po-
sition of the transmitted wave in time. Shortly after
t = 0.2 we can see that the first traversing wave (blue
solid line) is propagating through the CH, subsequently
getting reflected at the right CH boundary inside the CH
and finally propagating in negative x-direction through
the CH (blue dotted line). This second traversing wave
also gets reflected, but this time at the left CH boundary
inside the CH (at t ≈ 0.31) and subsequently propagat-
ing in positive x-direction (blue dashed line). Moreover,
the first reflection (red solid line) starts propagating into
negative x-direction at about t = 0.27. It is evident that
there is a delay between the time the primary wave (gray
solid line) starts entering the CH at t = 0.2 and the be-
ginning of the first reflection at t = 0.27. This time
shift can be explained by the superposition of the flow
associated with the primary wave and the first reflection
at the CH boundary, which prevents the first reflection
from propagating immediately in negative x-direction.
The second reflection (red dashed line) starts appearing
at about t = 0.35, as a consequence of the third travers-
ing wave (blue dashed line) partially leaving the CH. At
t = 0.27 the transmitted wave (green solid line) occurs
as a result of parts of the first traversing wave (blue solid
line) leaving the CH.
4.2.3. Stationary Features
The kinematics of the first stationary feature are de-
scribed in Figure 16. Shortly before t = 0.24, this fea-
ture occurs at the left side of the CH and is subsequently
moving slighty into positive x-direction (see Figure 16b).
The density plot in Figure 16a shows a decrease of the
amplitude from ρ ≈ 1.1 (at t ≈ 0.24) down to a value
of approximately ρ ≈ 1 (at t ≈ 0.32). In the same
time interval we also find a small decrease of plasma
flow velocity, phase speed and magnetic field compo-
nent in z-direction, i.e. the values vx ≈ 0.4, vw ≈ 1.7
and Bz ≈ 1.07 (at t ≈ 0.24) decrease to vx ≈ 0.15,
vw ≈ 1.35 and Bz ≈ 1.0 (at t ≈ 0.32) (see Figures 16c,
16d and 16e).
Figure 17 represents the kinematics of the second
stationary feature which appears as another stationary
peak at the left CH boundary. This peak starts rising
quickly at about t ≈ 0.32. In contrast to the first sta-
tionary feature it moves slightly in negative x-direction
(see Figure 17b). Figure 17a shows how the peak value
of the density is decreasing from ρ ≈ 1.125 at t ≈ 0.333
to ρ ≈ 1.07 at t ≈ 0.44, where it reaches the value of the
approximately constant density of the second reflected
wave (compare to Figure 14a and Figure3 at t = 0.5). A
similar decreasing behaviour to that found for the den-
sity, can be seen for the magnetic field component in z-
direction, where the peak value decreases from Bz ≈ 1.1
at t ≈ 0.333 to Bz ≈ 1.05 at t ≈ 0.44 (see Figure 17e).
The oscillations in the magnetic field component in the
time range 0.32 < t < 0.34 can be explained by a certain
threshold of the parameter tracking algorithm. Figures
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Feature type dimensionless values real numbers [kms−1]
vw(I) ≈ vw(E) ≈ vw(I) ≈ vw(E) ≈
Primary Wave 1.75 1.5 525 450
1st Reflection -1.13 -0.5 -339 -150
2nd Reflection -1.0 -0.8 -300 -240
1st Traversing Wave 3.8 3.5 1140 1125
Transmitted Wave 1.2 1.15 360 345
Table 1. Comparison of the initial vw(I) and ending phase velocities vw(E) of primary and different secondary waves. The
first reflection at the CH boundary occurs as an immediate result of the impact of the wave on the CH. The second reflectionn
appears at a later time as a consequence of parts of the traversing wave leaving the CH. The first traversing wave is the wave
that is moving inside the CH towards positive x-direction, until it is reflected for the first time at the right CH boundary inside
the CH.
Feature type dimensionless values real numbers [kms−1]
vw ≈ vw ≈
1st Traversing Wave 3.596 1078
2nd Traversing Wave -3.097 -929
3rd Traversing Wave 2.680 804
Table 2. Comparison of the mean phase velocities of the different traversing waves inside the CH. The first traversing wave
starts propagating inside the CH after the primary wave has started entered the CH and is moving further in positive x-direction.
Second and third traversing waves appear as a consequence of the reflection at the right and left CH boundary inside the CH.
Figure 15. Position versus time plot for primary and secondary waves. The gray solid line shows the wave propagation without
any interaction with a CH. The light blue area describes the CH. The blue lines denote the different traversing waves: First
Traversing Wave (blue solid line), Second Traversing Wave (blue dotted line) and Third Traversing Wave (blue dashed line).
The red lines describe reflections of the primary wave at the CH boundary: First Reflection (red solid line), Second Reflection
(red dotted line). The green solid line represents the transmitted wave.
17c and 17d show the temporal evolution of plasma flow velocity and phase speed. One can observe an approx-
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Figure 16. From top to bottom: Temporal evolution of den-
sity, position of the amplitude, plasma flow velocity, phase
velocity and magnetic field of the first stationary feature at
the left hand side of the CH.
imately constant plasma flow velocity of vx ≈ −0.05
and a decrease of the phase speed from vw = −0.35 at
t = 0.335 to vw = 0 at t = 0.5.
4.2.4. Density Depletion
The temporal behaviour of the density depletion is
analyzed in Figure 18. This feature appears at about
t ≈ 0.25, having a density of about ρ = 0.99, decreases
to a density value of approximately ρ ≈ 0.83 until t ≈ 0.3
and then remains at that value until the end of the run
(see Figure 18a). Similar to the density evolution, we
find a decrease of the magnetic field component in z-
direction, from Bz ≈ 1.0 at t ≈ 0.25 to Bz ≈ 0.83
for 0.3 < t < 0.5 (see Figure 18e). At the same time,
while the density is decreasing, the depletion is moving
in negative x-direction (see Figure 18b) with a more
or less constant plasma flow velocity of vx ≈ 0.19 (see
Figure 18c) and a phase velocity which decreases from
vw ≈ 1.2 to about vw ≈ 0.5 (see Figure 18d).
Figure 17. From top to bottom: Temporal evolution of den-
sity, position of the amplitude, plasma flow velocity, phase
velocity and magnetic field of the second stationary feature
at the left hand side of the CH.
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We present a 2.5D simulation of an MHD wave prop-
agation and its interaction with a CH by using a newly
developed MHD code. We show that the impact of the
incoming wave on the CH leads to different effects:
• We find different kinds of secondary waves, such as
reflections, transmitted waves and waves that are
traversing through the CH. The reflections occur,
on the one hand, due to an immediate response
of the primary wave’s impact on the CH bound-
ary. On the other hand, they are a result of the
traversing waves being reflected at the CH bound-
aries inside the CH.
• We observe stationary features at the CH bound-
ary, where the primary wave is entering the CH.
One of these stationary features is caused by the
superposition of the flow associated with the pri-
mary wave and the first reflection at the CH
boundary. Another one appears at a later time,
probably a consequence of the traversing wave par-
tially leaving the CH at that position. These fea-
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Figure 18. From top to bottom: Temporal evolution of den-
sity, position of the amplitude, plasma flow velocity, phase
velocity and magnetic field of the moving density depletion.
tures can be interpreted as stationary brightenings
in the observations.
• We have revealed the existence of a density deple-
tion in our simulation, that is moving inbetween
the two reflections in negative x-direction.
• We have demonstrated that the primary wave
pushes the left CH boundary in direction of the
primary wave propagation, caused by the wave
front exerting dynamic pressure on the CH.
• We compared initial and ending phase speeds of
secondary waves and their primary counterparts.
Moreover, we showed how the reflection, transmis-
sion and the traverse of the wave through the CH
influence the phase speeds.
The findings in our simulation strongly support the
wave interpretation of large-scale propagating distur-
bances in the corona, since, on the one hand, effects like
reflection or transmission can be explained by a wave
theory but not by a pseudo-wave approach. On the other
hand, the simulation indicates that the interaction of an
MHD wave with a CH is able to trigger stationary fea-
tures, which were originally one of the primary reasons
for the development of a pseudo-wave theory.
By comparing the phase velocities of the different sec-
ondary waves, we find that the initial phase speed of
the traversing wave is about double the phase speed of
the final phase speed of the primary wave. The initial
phase velocities of the reflections and the transmitted
wave are of similar size, but about 20 − 30% smaller
than the ending velocity of the primary wave. What we
have to be aware of is the fact that the reflections at the
CH boundary interact with segments in the rear of the
primary wave that are still moving toward the CH. This
is a reason for a slow phase speed of the reflected waves
in simulations, as well as in observations, where we ob-
serve a small difference between the ending velocity of
the primary wave and the intial velocity of the reflected
wave (Kienreich et al. 2013).
The density evolution before, during and after the
wave penetration of the CH shows that the amplitude
of the primary wave decreases about 15% while mov-
ing toward the CH. Subsequently, when the wave enters
the CH, the density amplitude drops to approximately
8% of the density amplitude value shortly before the
wave penetration. After having left the CH, the den-
sity amplitude increases up to 82% of the final density
amplitude ot the primary wave. The small density am-
plitude inside the CH illustrates why it is difficult to
detect traversing waves in the observations.
Additionally, we showed that the primary wave is ca-
pable of pushing the left CH boundary into the direction
of wave propagation. Appropriate comparisons between
the simulation and observations seem to be difficult in
the case of position tracking of CH boundaries, since at
present, defining an exact CH boundary in the observa-
tions is still a difficult task, especially due to projection
effects.
Apart from all these findings, we have to keep in mind
that we are describing an idealized situation with many
constraints, such as a homogeneous magnetic field, the
fact that the pressure is equal to zero over the whole
computational box, the assumption of a certain value
for the initial wave amplitude and a simplified shape of
the CH, where the wave is approaching exactly perpen-
dicular to the CH boundary in every point.
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